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ABSTRACT
Deep learning models are being integrated into a wide range of high-impact, security-critical systems, from self-driving cars to biomedical diagnosis. However, recent research has demonstrated that many of these deep learning architectures are highly vulnerable to adversarial attacks—highlighting the vital need for defensive techniques to detect and mitigate these attacks before they occur. To combat these adversarial attacks, we developed UnMask, a knowledge-based adversarial detection and defense framework. The core idea behind UnMask is to protect these models by verifying that an image’s predicted class (“bird”) contains the expected building blocks (e.g., beak, wings, eyes). For example, if an image is classified as “bird”, but the extracted building blocks are wheel, seat, and frame, the model may be under attack. UnMask detects such attacks and defends the model by rectifying the misclassification, re-classifying the image based on its extracted building blocks. Our extensive evaluation shows that UnMask (1) detects up to 92.9% of attacks, with a false positive rate of 9.67% and (2) defends the model by correctly classifying up to 92.24% of adversarial images produced by the current strongest attack, Projected Gradient Descent, in the gray-box setting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown significant susceptibility to adversarial perturbation [11, 25]. More recently, a wide range of adversarial attacks have been developed to defeat deep learning systems [3, 6, 15, 19]—in some cases by changing the value of only a few pixels [24]. The ability of these micro perturbations to confuse deep learning architectures highlights a critical issue with modern computer vision systems—that these deep learning systems do not distinguish objects in ways that humans would [4, 14]. For example, when humans see a bicycle, we see its handlebar, frame, wheels, chains, and pedals (Fig. 1, top). Through our visual perception and cognition, we synthesize these detection results with our knowledge to determine that we are actually seeing a bicycle. However, when an image of a bicycle is adversarially perturbed to fool the model into misclassifying it as a bird (by manipulating pixels, as in Fig. 1, bottom), to humans, we still see the bicycle’s building-block features (e.g., handlebar).

There has been a rich body of research studying detection and defense for deep learning, including adversarial training [16, 26], distillation [22] and image pre-processing [2, 8]. However, these approaches have not explicitly considered incorporating the extraction of building-block knowledge from images to protect deep learning models. Furthermore, research has shown that optimization based learning methods often fail to learn representations of objects that strongly align with humans’ intuitive perception of those objects [11]. To fill this critical research gap in adversarial machine learning, we propose UnMask (Figure 1)—a novel method to protect deep learning models from adversarial perturbations through extracting building-block knowledge from images.
1. Building-Block Knowledge Extraction. We contribute the major idea that building-block knowledge extraction offers a powerful, explainable and practical method of detecting and defending against adversarial perturbations in deep learning models. Building-block knowledge extraction extracts higher-level information out of images—extending the core concept of feature extraction that is central to numerous successful data mining techniques.

2. UnMask: Detection and Defense Framework. Building on our core concept of building-block knowledge extraction, we propose UnMask as a framework to detect and defeat adversarial image perturbation by quantifying the similarity between the image’s extracted features with the expected features of its predicted class. To the best of our knowledge, UnMask is the first framework that utilizes the concept of building-block knowledge extraction to combat adversarial perturbations.

3. Extensive Evaluation. We extensively evaluate UnMask’s effectiveness using the large UnMaskDataset, with over 18k images in total. We test multiple factors, including: 3 attacks, including the strongest, Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) technique; 2 popular CNN architectures, VGG16 [23] and ResNet50 [13]; and multiple combinations of varying numbers of classes and feature overlap. Experiments demonstrate that our approach detects up to 92.9% of gray-box attacks with a false positive rate of 9.67% and (2) defends the model by correctly classifying up to 92.24% of adversarial images crafted by PGD. (Section 3)

2 UnMask: Detection and Defense Framework

In this section, we present our building-block knowledge extraction based approach to combating adversarial perturbations (Figure 1). The objective is to defend a vulnerable deep learning model $M$ (Figure 1, bottom) using our UnMask defense framework $D$, where the adversary has full access to $M$ but is unaware of the defense strategy $D$, constituting a gray-box attack on the overall classification pipeline [8].

2.1 Intuition: Protection via Building-Block Knowledge Extraction

Our main idea to combat adversarial image perturbations with respect to an input image $x$, is to extract building-block features $f_x$ using a building-block knowledge extraction model $K$, $f_x = K(x)$. These extracted building blocks, and their collective composition, forges a layer of protection around the model by disrupting the traditional pixel-centric attack [3, 19, 24]. Our building-block defensive layer forces the adversary to now solve a more complex problem of manipulating both the class label and all of the image’s constituent parts. For example, in Figure 1 the attacker needs to fool the defensive layer into misclassifying the bike as a bird by, (1) changing the class label and (2) manipulating the bike building-block features (wheel, seat, handlebars) into bird features.

2.2 Overview of UnMask

Leveraging the concept of building-block knowledge extraction, we introduce UnMask as a detection and defense framework $(D)$. Figure 1 summarizes how our method works at the high level. The adversary crafts an attacked image by carefully manipulating its pixel values using an adversarial technique (e.g., Projected Gradient Descent [19]). This attacked image then fools the unprotected model $M$ (Figure 1, bottom) into misclassifying the image. To guard against this kind of attack on $M$, we use our UnMask framework $D$ in conjunction with the building-block knowledge extraction model $K$ (Figure 1, top). Model $K$ processes the same image, which may be benign or attacked, and extracts the building-block features from the image to compare to the images’ expected features. Comparing the set of expected features and the actual extracted features, UnMask determines the image was attacked, and predicts its class based on the extracted features.

2.3 Technical Walk-Through of UnMask

Now, we detail UnMask’s technical operations and algorithm for detection and defense (Algorithm 1). Its major steps are:

1. Classify input. Given an input image $x$, UnMask obtains its class prediction $\hat{y}$ from (unprotected) model $M$, i.e., $\hat{y} = M(x)$. At this point, UnMask does not know if image $x$ is adversarial or not.

2. Extract building-block features. UnMask extracts $x$’s features $f_x$ using building-block knowledge extraction model $K$, i.e., $f_x = K(x)$. Armed with these features $f_x$, UnMask can utilize them to both detect if model $M$ is under attack, and to rectify misclassification caused by the attack. We considered multiple approaches for $K$, and decided to adopt Mask R-CNN for its ability to leverage image segmentation masks to learn and identify coherent image...
regions that closely resemble building-blocks that would appear semantically and visually meaningful to humans [12]. Different from conventional image classification models or object detectors, the annotations used to train our building-block extractor $K$ are segmented object parts instead of the whole objects. For example, for the wheel feature, an instance of training data would consist of a bike image and a segmentation mask indicating which region of that image represents a wheel. Technically, this means $K$ uses only a part of an image, and not the whole image, for training. Furthermore, while an image may consist of multiple image parts, $K$ treats them independently.

3. Detect attack. UnMask measures the similarity between the set of extracted features $f_e$ and the set of expected features of $\hat{y}$ (obtained through matrix $V[\hat{y}]$), by calculating the Jaccard similarity score $s = J(f_e, f_a)$. If similarity score $s$ is greater than the threshold parameter $t$, input image $x$ is deemed benign, otherwise adversarial. Adjusting $t$ would allow us to assess the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, which we describe in detail in Section 3.

4. Defend and rectify. Determining an image to be adversarial also means that model $M$ is under attack and is giving unreliable classification output. Thus, we need to rectify the misclassification. UnMask accomplishes this by comparing the extracted features $f_e$ to every set of class features in $V$, outputting class $\hat{y}$ that contains the highest feature similarity $s$, $0 \leq s \leq 1$.

3 EVALUATION

We extensively evaluate UnMask’s effectiveness in defending and detecting adversarial perturbations, using:

\begin{algorithm}[h]
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Input:} Training images $X$, labels $Y$, segmentation masks $S$, set of possible classes $C$, attribute matrix $V$, threshold $t$, test image $x$
\State \textbf{Result:} adversarial prediction $z \in \{0, 1\}$, predicted class $p$
\State \textbf{Train unprotected classification model} $M$:
\State \hspace{1cm} $M = \text{NeuralNet}(X, Y)$; \hspace{1cm} $\hat{y} = M(x)$;
\State \textbf{Train building-block extraction model} $K$:
\State \hspace{1cm} $K = \text{Mask-RCNN}(X, S)$; \hspace{1cm} $f_e = K(x)$; \hspace{1cm} (extracted building blocks)
\State \hspace{1cm} $f_a = V[\hat{y}]$; \hspace{1cm} (expected building blocks)
\State \textbf{Detection:}
\State \hspace{1cm} $s = J(f_e, f_a)$; $d = 1 - s$
\State \hspace{1cm} $z = \begin{cases} 0 \text{ (benign)}, & \text{if } d < t \\ 1 \text{ (adversarial)}, & \text{if } d \geq t \end{cases}$
\State \textbf{Defense:}
\State \hspace{1cm} $p = \begin{cases} \hat{y}, & \text{if } z = 0 \\ \arg\min_{c \in C} J(f_e, V[c]), & \text{if } z = 1 \end{cases}$
\State \textbf{return} $z, p$
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Table 2: Class-Feature Matrix. Top: dots mark classes’ features. Bottom: four class sets with varying levels of feature overlap. Features vehicle and coach have sub-features not listed here due to space (see Appendix).

- 3 attacks, including the strongest technique, Projected Gradient Descent (PGD);
- 2 popular CNN architectures, VGG16 [23] and ResNet50 [13], as unprotected models $M$; and
- multiple combinations of varying numbers of classes and feature overlaps.
We begin by describing the experiment setup in Section 3.1. Then we present our results in Section 3.2. To the best of our knowledge, this work proposes the first building-block knowledge extraction to detect and defend against adversarial perturbation for deep learning. We present the first results in this new line of work.

3.1 Experiment Setup

3.1.1 Adversarial Attacks. We evaluated UnMask against three attacks, where we detail the parameter selection below:

- DeepFool (DF) $L_2$: a non-parametric attack that optimizes the amount of perturbation required to misclassify an image [21]; we set the update steps to 100.
- Fast Gradient Sign (FGSM): we set $\epsilon = 8, 16$—two common parameters for this attack [16].
- Projected Gradient Descent with Random Start (PGD): PGD is the current strongest first-order attack [19]. Its key parameter $\epsilon$ represents how much each pixel may be changed by PGD, e.g., $\epsilon = 4$ means changing up to 4 units of intensity (out of 255). It is common to evaluate up to a value of 16 [8, 16] (as perturbation becomes visible), with a stepsize of 0.01 and 40 iterations.

3.1.2 UnMaskDataset. We curated the UnMaskDataset for our evaluation, which consists of three component datasets—PASCAL-Part, PASCAL VOC 2010 and a subset of ImageNet—as seen in Tables 3 and 4. The impetus for our curation is to (i) collect all of the data used in our evaluation as a single source to promote reproducibility, and (ii) to increase the number of images available for evaluating the performance of the deep learning models and the UnMask defense framework. We designed multiple class sets with varying number of classes and feature overlap (e.g., CS3a, in Table 2, bottom; and Table 5), to study how they would affect detection and defense effectiveness. We further discuss the utilization of the data in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 below.

3.1.3 Training Building-Block Model K. As illustrated in Section 2.3, the building-block knowledge extraction model K takes an image as input (e.g., bike) and outputs a set of building-block features (e.g., wheel,...). To train $K$, we use the PASCAL-Part dataset [7], which consists of 180,423 segmentation masks over 9,323 images across the 44 building-block features. The original dataset contains fine-grained features, such as 18 types of "legs" (e.g., right front lower leg, left back upper leg), while for our purposes we only need the abstraction of "leg". Therefore, we combined these fine-grained features into more generalized ones (rows in Table 2).

We followed a similar procedure described in [1], training $K$ for 40 epochs. We use a ratio of 80/10/10 for training, validating and testing the model respectively (see Table 3). Our work is the first adaptation of Mask R-CNN model for the PASCAL-Part dataset. As such, there are no prior results for comparison. We computed model $K$’s mAP (mean Average Precision), which estimates $K$’s ability to extract features. The model attains a mAP of 0.56, in line with Mask R-CNN on other datasets [12]. Model K processes up to 4 images per second with a single Nvidia Titan X, matching the speeds reported in [1]. As building-block extraction is the most time-intensive process of the UnMask framework, its speed is representative of the overall speed of the framework.

3.1.4 Training Unprotected Model M. As described in Section 2, $M$ is the model under attack, and is what UnMask aims to protect. In practice, the choice of architecture for $M$ and the data it is trained on are determined by the application model developers. Here, our evaluation studies two popular deep learning architectures — VGG16 [23] and ResNet50 [13] — however, UnMask supports other architectures. Training these models from scratch is generally computationally expensive and requires large amount of data. To reduce such need for computation and data, we adopt the approach described in [1], where we leverage a model pre-trained on ImageNet images, and replace its dense layers (i.e., the fully connected layers) to enable us to work with various class sets (e.g., CS3a). In detail, the training process for $M$ is as follows:

1. Load weights from model pre-trained on ImageNet data.
2. Replace dense layers of the model with new dense layers, allowing us to specify a variable number of classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>PASCAL-Part</th>
<th>PASCAL VOC 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3b</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS5a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS5b</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Set</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>FGSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS3a</td>
<td>3,485</td>
<td>2,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS3b</td>
<td>4,749</td>
<td>4,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS5a</td>
<td>5,827</td>
<td>5,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS5b</td>
<td>6,728</td>
<td>5,883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Set</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Unique Parts</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS3a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS3b</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS5a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS5b</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The key research questions that our evaluation aims to address are:

1. The performance across operating points as measured by the tradeoff between true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates.
2. The effectiveness against multiple strong attack methods.

3.2 Evaluating UnMask Defense and Detection

The key research questions that our evaluation aims to address are how effective UnMask can (1) detect adversarial images, and (2) defend against attacks by rectifying misclassification through inferring the actual class label. Most image datasets containing the classes from Table 2 may be used. Refer to Table 3, for a breakdown of the data used for training and evaluation.

3.2.1 Evaluating Detection of Attacks. To evaluate UnMask’s effectiveness in detecting adversarial images against attacks (DF, FGSM, PGD), we use a contamination level of 0.5—meaning half of the images are benign and the other half are adversarial. Figure 2 summarizes UnMask’s detection effectiveness, using receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves constructed by varying the adversarial-benign threshold $t$. The curves show UnMask’s performances across operating points as measured by the tradeoff between true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates.

An interesting characteristic of UnMask’s protection is that its effectiveness may not be affected strictly based on the number of classes in the dataset as in conventional classification tasks. Rather, an important factor is how much feature overlap there is among the classes. The ROC curves in Figure 2 illustrate this phenomenon, where UnMask provides better detection when there are 5 classes (dark orange; 23.53% overlap) than when there are 3 (light blue; 50% overlap). Keeping the number of classes constant and varying their feature overlap also supports our observation about the role of feature overlap (e.g., CS3a at 6.89% vs. CS3b at 50%). Dotted line indicates random guessing.

3.2.2 Evaluating Defense and Rectification. Detecting an attack is only the first step of UnMask’s protection; it also rectifies the misclassification by comparing the extracted features $f_e$ to every set of class features in $V$, outputting class $c$ that contains the highest feature similarity. As the evaluation focus is on rectifying...
Table 6: UnMask’s accuracies (in %) in countering three attacks: DeepFool (DF), FGSM, and the strongest, Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) technique. We test two popular CNN architectures, VGG16 and ResNet50, as unprotected model $M$, with four class sets with varying numbers of classes and feature overlap. We show the models’ accuracies (1) when not under attack (“No Attk” column); (2) attacked without defense (“No Def”); and (3) attacked and defended by UnMask.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model M</th>
<th>Class Set</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
<th>No Attk</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>FGSM ($\epsilon = 8$)</th>
<th>FGSM ($\epsilon = 16$)</th>
<th>PGD ($\epsilon = 8$)</th>
<th>PGD ($\epsilon = 16$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3a</td>
<td>6.89%</td>
<td>87.00</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>94.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>84.53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3b</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>89.13</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>85.62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>CS5a</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
<td>80.35</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>91.11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS5b</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
<td>81.36</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>87.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3a</td>
<td>6.89%</td>
<td>86.64</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>95.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87.11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3b</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>85.75</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>86.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76.07</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>CS5a</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
<td>80.35</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>91.11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS5b</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
<td>79.91</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>87.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76.91</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows that UnMask is agnostic to the deep learning model that is being protected, as measured by the ability of UnMask to infer an adversarial images’ actual class. This can be seen when comparing the results across each attack on VGG16 and ResNet50.

In addition, we find that the results from Table 6 support our observation that feature overlap is the dominant factor in determining the accuracy of the UnMask defense, as opposed to the number of classes. When examining DeepFool (DF) on class set CS3b (3 classes; feature overlap 50%), UnMask is able to determine the underlying class 85.62% of the time. At class set CS5a (5 classes; feature overlap 23.53%) we obtain an accuracy of 91.11%, highlighting the important role that feature overlap plays in UnMask’s defense ability.

It is interesting to note that FGSM is more effective at attacking our UnMask defense than the other two attacks. We believe this is due to the single-step attacks’ better transferability, which has been reported in prior work [16]. Given this transferability property of FGSM, we believe UnMask provides a significant defense.

We also mention the fact that UnMask’s accuracy can be higher than the un-attacked model $M$ due to the fact that, in some instances, model $K$ learned a better representation of the data through the feature masks as opposed to model $M$, which trained on the images directly. This occurs on multiple occasions in Table 6.

4 RELATED WORK

Many methods have been proposed to combat adversarial image perturbations, which we discuss a few of the primary ones below. However, in our evaluation of the related research, we found none of them take into account the building-block knowledge information that can be extracted from the images themselves to combat adversarial attacks.

Adversarial Training. The objective of adversarial training is to vaccinate deep learning models to adversarial image perturbations by modifying the model’s training process to include examples of attacked images [16, 26]. The downside to this technique is that models require large amounts of adversarial data, increasing the model training time [19].

Pre-processing. The goal of pre-processing is to eliminate adversarial perturbation before model inference. There are many proposed techniques, a couple of which include—(i) image compression [8] and dimensionality reduction [2]. The downside of this approach is that most pre-processing techniques have no knowledge of whether the system is actually being attacked.

Adversarial Detection. Instead of performing accurate classifications on adversarial examples, many techniques have been developed to look at the problem of detecting whether the input data is benign or adversarial, using a variety of methods from topological subgraph analysis [10] to various forms of image processing [18, 27, 28] and hidden/output layer activation distribution information [5, 17, 20].

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a new fundamental concept of building-block knowledge extraction, and showed how it protects deep learning models against adversarial attacks through the UnMask detection and defense framework. We draw inspiration from humans’ natural ability to make robust classification decisions through the detection and synthesis of contextual building-block knowledge contained in images. We aim to design and develop our UnMask framework to simulate such capability, so it can (1) detect adversarial pixel-centric manipulations targeting a deep learning model, and (2) defend the model against attacks by rectifying the classification. Through extensive evaluation on large-scale real-world image data, we showcase the merits of our ideas through UnMask’s ability to detect up to 92.9% of attacks with a false positive rate of 9.67% and defend deep learning models by correctly classifying up to 92.24% of adversarial images in the gray-box scenario. Our proposed method is fast and architecture-agnostic.
In this work, we direct our efforts to systematically studying the efficacy of UNMASK and the concept of building-block knowledge extraction on their own. However, we are currently working on (1) benchmarking UNMASK against multiple state-of-the-art adversarial detection and defense techniques; and (2) reducing the dependency of UNMASK to expensive data annotation.
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